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Runecraft 
 

Learning the Rune 

Only stonach or ghim with the Runecrafting occupational talent can create runes. To learn a rune, they 

must study with a stonach who knows the rune already, for at least a month. Then they can lose 1 attribute 

point and note that they have learned to create a rune (of any power level.) 

 

Each clan has runes their forgemasters know, closely guarded secrets in most cases. Here is a sample of 

runes—not all the runes that are possible, but what a prosperous clan might know. 

 

Crafting the Rune 

To create the rune, they must give up 1 attribute point and spend 1 month per power level of the rune 

working with the metal receiving the rune, with all the best equipment at hand. Runes take 1, Greater 

Runes take 2, Master Runes take 3. At the end of that time, the rune is active. 

 

Good steel can bear a rune. To take more than one rune requires some mithril, orialchum, or dwarfsteel in 

the item’s construction. Any of those metals in purest form may bear a single master rune. Only 

adamantine can bear a master rune and other runes besides. 

 

These rare, strange metals can be refined by stonach runecrafters to offer great advantage. When pure, 

they give weapons +2 to hit or +1 Wound, and it gives armor +1 soak or -1 load weight. 

 

 Dwarfsteel. The ghim have a few secret forges in the thin places between dimensions. There, the 

purest steel is tempered not only between heat and cold, but also between different dimensions; the 

resulting metal exists in more than one dimension. This allows it to keep a supernatural razor edge, or 

stop incoming energy with more than mere material.  

 

 Mithril. Enchanted silvery material from the soul of the moon, this metal is woven through the fabric 

of the world. Only the races created as the world began to breathe for itself can properly sense, 

extract, and manipulate it. The metal is only half real, giving it a strange lightness, luminous beauty. 

 

 Orialchum. This brassy green-tinged metal is highly sought after by Soothatchans and mechanics; it 

has an intuitive ability to sense a nervous system and a mind, and to receive impulses. Secret 

clockworks can parlay that weird metallic instinct into quasi-sentience. Soothatchans prefer 

orialchum for prosthetics they then animate. It is a strange, half-alive metal. 

 

 Adamantine. As hard as diamond, and variously shaded with translucence or metallic sheen, this 

impossible metal is the most difficult to shape substance in the World Between. Once shaped by a 

master, it does not break; it cannot. It compels reality to break before it will surrender its form. 

Secrets of where to find it and how to shape it are carefully kept, but legend suggests the blood of a 

god is needed to temper the metal. 

 

Stonach work with these peculiar metals and more, honing their craft and their metallurgy as they 

continue refining the relatively young art of runesmithing. 

 

Using the Rune 

Characters can only bear active runes that total their Commitment or less. A character with 3 

Commitment could use 3 runes, 1 rune and a greater rune, or one master rune. 
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Runes 

 

 Braced. Put on armor or a shield. It soaks +1 Wound. 

 

 (X) Booster. Usually on a ring. Grants +2 to an attribute while worn. (1 rune per attribute.) Few clans 

know all 6. 

 

 Comfort. Put on anything metal. Bearer ignores 1 Wound from heat or cold every round,  

comfortable in hot or cold situations. 

 

 Control. Put on a weapon. Gives it +2 to impede or resist impeding. 

 

 Darksight. Usually on a ring or dagger. See grayscale in the dark, in your arena and adjacent arenas. 

 

 Deadly. Put on a weapon. It does +1 Wound or +2 to hit, decide after rolling. 

 

 Expertise. Many runes. On a ring, weapon, or armor. Grants use of a talent. If the talent is possessed 

already, allows an upgrade while used.  

 

 Fitted. On armor, reduces its load by 1. On a weapon, allows it to act as if it was 2 types of weapon at 

once (gaining the arena bonus in 2 kinds of arenas, and advantages from both types combined.) 

 

 Flight. On a weapon, it can be thrown as a light range weapon, then recalled to hand as a focus 

action. It moves 3 arenas a round during the recall. On armor or a ring, allows 3 dimensional 

movement at 3 arenas a round for 3 rounds. 

 

 Furious Blow. On a weapon, allows spending up to 6 Awesome Points to add up to 3 Wounds. 

 

 Heart of Steel. On a broach, armor, or a weapon. Grants +5 to intimidate or resist intimidation. 

 

 Light. On a weapon or object. Generates light adjustable light, up to double a torch’s light. Does not 

wear out, but can be turned off and on. 

 

 Maimer. The first time it hits a foe (only) it compels the foe to roll a critical even if the foe still has 

wounds. Also, normal criticals it inflicts are +2. 

 

 Movement. Usually put on a ring, or plates designed for gauntlets or boots or a buckle. Allows a leap 

across 1 arena, and grants +2 to all movement or a roll when a roll would normally not be possible. 

 

 Quickness. On a ring or weapon, usually. Grants +2 Initiative, or spend 1 Awesome Point and win 

initiative (without rolling.) 

 

 Retractable. On a hand weapon or light weapon, which then can retract into ring form as a focus 

action. It unfolds into a weapon as a free action during the defend phase, at will. 

 

 Secretsense. Usually on a ring or dagger. Bearer counts as rolling 10 to sense traps or hidden portals 

in the same arena. 

 

 Slick. Can only be put on armor. Attacks are -2 to hit because of a field around the wearer. 
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 Sustenance. Usually on a ring. Grants nourishment equal to 1 meal and 1 drink each day, when worn 

for at least an hour. 

 

Greater Runes 

 

 Conceal. Put on an object to be concealed, or on a ring. One load’s worth of material is stored in an 

otherdimensional space around the bearer, to be called to hand as a free action. For armor, it is 

automatically donned when summoned. 

 

 Coverage. Put on armor, the soak applies against attacks that hit no matter how well they roll. 

 

 Flame. Usually put on weapons. When commanded to flame, they inflict +1 Wound, can start normal 

fires, and give off light as a torch. 

 

 Sundering. Put on a weapon. All Wounds stopped by armor reduce the armor’s level. (If medium 

armor stopped 1 wound, it would become light armor still encumbering as medium. If it took 2 

wounds, it would be torn off and rendered useless.) 

 

 Survival. Usually put on a weapon, armor, or jewelry. It holds 3 Wounds, that regenerate at the rate 

of 1 a day. When the bearer is hit, Wounds come out of the rune before coming out of the bearer. 

 

 Vorpal. Put on a weapon. Any hit counts as a hit to the face, and a hit to the face immediately causes 

a critical at +5. 

 

Master Rune 

 

 Combat Master. On a weapon or armor. Defending foes cannot counter-attack you. You are always 

+2 to hit (possibly stacking with arena bonuses.) You can spend 1 Awesome Point for +1 to hit, up to 

20. You cannot spend more points than you need to get a hit that ignores armor. 

 

 Drainer. Put on weapons. Each time the weapon inflicts one or more wound (not counting what is 

stopped by armor or Awesome Points) on a living target, the bearer heals 1 wound. 

 

 Majesty. On a crown or impressive ring, sometimes a weapon or armor. Those kneeling and paying 

homage to you can get 1 Awesome Point, up to once an hour. You are +5 on social rolls, including 

intimidation. (If any but stonach royalty use this rune, they are marked for death by stonach.) 

 

 Slay (type). Put on weapons. If that type is hit, the attack scores a critical even if the target still had 

wounds. The critical is +5. (Examples include [a race], arcane spellcasters, divine servants, 

reptilians, etc.) 


